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Atmospheric Escape

• High energy tail of the velocity distribution,
at the exobase (Jeans escape).

• Charge exchange with ions from 
the magnetosphere.

• Ions from the ionosphere.

H, He, O and more

1026 /s      1 kg/s        30,000 ton/year

Present outflow small on geological timescale. 
Similar to inflow of small (< mg) particles.

Fig: Wikipedia



The Magnetosphere

(Fig. from Toledo-Redondo et al., Rev. Geophys. 2021)

Solar wind

Polar lobes

Ionosphere





Problem: Spacecraft Charging

Conducting SC in sunlit plasma

• Solar EUV => Escaping photo e-

• Incoming plasma e- (i+ much slower)
• Result 1: (often) positive SC (tens of V)
• Result 2: Low energy i+ (few eV) cannot reach the SC

(From EFW for Dummies, web-page, C. Cully. 2002)



Solution: Wake Physics
Collisional fluid or gas
“The wake is the region of disturbed flow downstream of a 

solid body moving through a fluid”      (adapted from Wikipedia)

Subsonic or supersonic (Vsound vs. Vdrift)

Collisionless plasma
Often Vi, thermal < Vdrift ; Ve, thermal   > Vdrift 

Ions supersonic; electrons subsonic:  Mesosonic
(Vion acoustic ≈ Vi, thermal   for Te ≈ Ti)



Wake Electric Field

Plasma          Vdrift    =>

Vi, thermal < Vdrift ; Ve, thermal   > Vdrift 

Wake filled with electrons: Electric field



Wakes Behind Spacecraft

Narrow
(Solar wind)

Enhanced
(Polar lobes)

Focused 
(Ionosphere)

André et al., JGR, 2021

Cluster



Enhanced Wake

Enhanced
(Polar lobes)

4 s SC spin

5 mV/m
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used for observations of the electric field (Maynard,!1998; Pedersen et!al.,!1998). The Cluster EFW instru-
ment includes two pairs of probes on wire booms on each satellite. Each pair has a probe-to-probe separa-
tion of 88!m, and the electric field is obtained from the potential difference between the probes (Gustafsson 
et!al.,!1997,!2001). The satellites have a diameter and height of 2.9 and 1.3!m, respectively. The spherical 
probes have a diameter of 8!cm and the cylindrical pre-amplifiers located 1.5!m closer to the satellite have 
the same diameter. To avoid shadow on the probes from the pre-amplifiers, the short stiff booms carrying 
magnetometers, and from the spacecraft body, the spin plane was initially inclined a few degrees with re-
spect to the ecliptic plane. Figures!1a and!1b show one Cluster satellite in different phases of the 4-s spin. 
The MMS spacecraft have a similar diameter, a spin period of 20! s, and the Spin-plane Double Probe 
instrument (SDP) has a probe-to-probe separation of 120!m (Lindqvist et!al.,!2016). The MMS satellites 
also have an Axial Double Probe instrument with cylindrical sensors separated by 32!m along the spin axis 
(Ergun et!al.,!2016).

Both the Cluster and the MMS spacecraft have additional instruments for observations of quasi-static elec-
tric fields, based on a completely different technique. The electron drift instruments (EDIs) on Cluster (Pas-
chmann et!al.,!1997,!2001) and MMS (Torbert et!al.,!2016) measure the drift of artificially emitted high-en-
ergy (0.25–1!keV) electrons as they gyrate back to the spacecraft under the influence of the geophysical 
magnetic field (Paschmann et!al.,!1998). These electrons can have gyro radii of several kilometers and are 
not significantly affected by the local wake. The EDIs are therefore not sensitive to spacecraft-plasma inter-
actions but are limited to reasonably steady and strong magnetic fields (  nT) and quasi-static electric 
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Figure 1. Left panels (a) and (b): Sketch of the Electric Field and Wave instrument on Cluster, using probes on long 
wire booms, in two different phases of the 4-s satellite spin. Right panel: Some wake cases. Positive ion trajectories are 
shown in blue, motion is from left to right. The spacecraft is indicated in orange, the green shaded regions indicate 
negative space charge. (c) When the ion energies are large compared to the equivalent charge of the spacecraft and in 
the wake, the wake transverse size close to the spacecraft is set by the spacecraft dimensions and the length depends 
on the ratio of ion flow to thermal speed (e.g., Cluster in the solar wind). (d) For a very positive spacecraft, the ions 
undergo Rutherford scattering on the potential  from the spacecraft, creating an enhanced wake. The dashed circle 
indicates the equipotential of the spacecraft electrostatic field where  around which ions will scatter (e.g., 
Cluster in the polar lobes). (e) For the commonly studied ionospheric case, the focusing effect of a negative spacecraft 
fills in the wake more effectively than in case (c). For all examples, the particles are assumed to be unmagnetized which 
is often a good approximation for wake studies in the solar wind and polar lobes, but not always in the ionosphere. For 
some parameters also the charging of long wire booms is important for the ion trajectories, see Figure!7.

E NOT geophysical
Low energy ions
NOT Ok



Flowing Low-Energy Ions
Velocity
Wake direction (EFW, EDI)
B direction (FGM)

uperp = E×B/B2 (EDI, FGM)

Density
SC potential: 

Lybekk et al.  (2012)
Haaland et al. (2017)

Flux
Engwall et al. (2009)
André et al. (2015)

Cluster

KT < mv2/2 < eVsc



Enhanced Wake

E (local)  not directly useful
Cold ions will not reach the SC

E (local, EFW) and E (geophysical, EDI)
B (geophysical, FGM) 
SC potential (EFW) , proxy for density
=> Ion flux
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Enhanced
(Polar lobes)



Validation of the 
Cluster Wake Method

• Statistics: 10 years, 1.68×106 for detection; 3.2×105 for flux.
(Data point: 4 s Cluster spin.) (André et al., JGR, 2015)

• Compare nearby Cluster SC (ASPOC on/off)
(particle detector or wake method) (Engwall et al., GRL, 2006)

• Simulations (e.g. Engwall et al., Phys. Plasmas, 2006)

• Solar wind wake results (André et al., JGR, 2021)

• Compare with results at lower altitude 
(André et al., 2021, Toledo-Redondo, 2021)



Ion Outflow: Cold Ions Common

André et al., AGU monograph, 2021
Update: Toledo-Redondo et al., Rev Geophys, 2021

Confidential manuscript submitted to <Magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling>

Table 1. Examples of statistical studies of ion upflow at high latitudes and ion outflow through the mag-
netopause at low latitudes. On Cluster the spacecraft wake technique was used to cover low energies at high
latitudes and a combination of techniques was used at low latitudes; on DE, Akebono and Polar (TIDE and
TIMAS instruments) onboard particle detectors were used. The Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzers (MPA)
are located on multiple geostationary satellites, while IMAGE instruments used a remote sensing technique.
Spacecraft charging is a smaller problem for heavier ions since for a given velocity they have higher energy, so
O+ ions can be observed by onboard detectors on Cluster. Typical ion upflow/outflow rates are given. Rates
can vary at least over an order of magnitude, in particular for heavier ions such as O+ at increased solar EUV
and geophysical activity. Conditions for the individual studies are given in the references. At the magne-
topause ions are typically H+ with significant fractions of O+ and He+. Overall a typical outflow rate is 1026

ions/s.
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High latitude: Cusp/cleft, Polar Cap, Auroral Region
Spacecraft Nominal energy range (eV) Altitude (RE ) Upflow rate (1026 ions/s); ion species
Cluster1 0 - 60 5 - 20 0.6 - 2.4 (mainly H+)
Polar/TIDE2 <1 - 100 8 1.3 (mainly H+)
Polar/TIDE3 <1 - 450 0.8 1.7 (mainly H+)
Akebono4 <1 - 70 1 - 1.5 0.2 - 2(H+ and O+)
DE5 10 - 17,000 2.5-3.7 0.2 - 2 (H+ and O+)
Polar/TIMAS6 15 - 33,000 0.8 0.08 (H+ and O+)
Cluster/CODIF7 25 - 38,000 10 - 15 0.1 - 2.2 (O+)

Low latitude: Magnetopause (plumes)
Spacecraft Nominal energy range (eV) Outflow rate (1026 ions/s)
Cluster8 0 - 1000 1 - 10
MPA9 1 - 40,000 2
IMAGE10 wide range 3.8 - 21

Low latitude: Magnetopause (wind)
Spacecraft Nominal energy range (eV) Outflow rate (1026 ions/s)
Cluster8 0 - 1000 0.1 - 1
1André et al. [2015], 2Su et al. [1998], 3Huddleston et al. [2005], 4Cully et al. [2003],
5Yau and André [1997], 6Peterson et al. [2006, 2008], 7Slapak et al. [2017], 8André and Cully [2012],
9Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzers Borovsky and Denton [2008], 10 Spasojevic and Sandel [2010],

–15–

Typical: 1026 ions/s



Impact: Space Weather
Plasma content 
near-Earth space

Impact: Astrobiology

Schrijver et al., 2015
Owens et al., 2021
Beedle et al., 2022 

An intrinsic B-field does NOT
protect the atmosphere

Gronoff et al., 2020
Ramstad and Barabash, 2021

Gunell et al., 2018



Impact: Space Physics 
Cold (few eV) ions dominate
• Most of the magnetosphere
• Most of the time
• Much of the outflow

• Change the Alfvén speed
• Change magnetic    

reconnection

polar wind
< few x1025 s-1

0.05 - 1 cm-3

50-70%
polar wind
0.3-1x1026 s-1

0.03-0.3 cm-3

~70%

plumes
1026 -1027 s-1

3-40 cm-3

~20%

plasmaspheric wind
<1026 s-1

0.5-3 cm-3

~70%

Toledo-Redondo et al.,  Rev Geophys, 2021
André et al., JGR, 2021
Delzano et al., JASTP, 2021

André and Cully, GRL, 2012


